
Mix & Match Six (6) Books For Quantity Discount!

Glass Fusing Books

Natural Chimes
Step-by-step instructions for making original 
wind chimes.  10 designs include a rainbow,  
frog, pansy, butterfly, sunflower and fish.   
NOTE:  This book is mostly for fused pieces.  
You will need a kiln to fuse the pieces together  
to make them ‘chime’.
#7414

Introduction To Glass Fusing
A great  NEW fusing book aimed at the absolute 
novice!  Hundreds of color photos and complete 
instructions for getting started and successfully 
fusing 15 small projects.  From tools, kilns 
and materials, to glass cutting and shaping, to 
more complicated techniques as mold making - 
everything is covered.  80 pages.
#7330

Warm Glass Plates & Platters
21 fun fusing platters including Holiday Santa 
& snowmen, bamboo, dragonflies, fish hearts, 
abstracts and more.  Includes glass firing 
schedules.  32 pg.
#7796

Garden Harmonies
Create your own fused glass windchimes, as well 
as a bonus Sunflower bowl project!  As pleasant 
to listen to as to look at, these creative designs 
can be made with colorful glass or clear textures 
to fit your decor.  Great gifts or craft show sellers!
#7838

Sparkling Sound
Two dozen patterns shown in full color for 
delightful fused glass wind chimes, window 
charms and mobiles.  Colorful and easy to make 
using scrap glass, bottles, driftwood and wire - 
plus, they sound great!  Step-by-step instructions.
#7616

Glass Kiln Casting with Colour de Verre
80 full color pages of invaluable information 
covering frit casting molds, tools, equipment 
and digital controller kilns.  Pieces frit-cast from 
small molds can also decorate larger glass plates, 
bowls and jewelry.  Other techniques include 
using copper and glass dams, bullet casting and 
making RTV silicone molds.
#7071

Art of Fusing Pictures In Glass
Take your glass fusing to a new level by creating 
realistic pictures in glass!  Detailed instructions 
for combining sheet glass, frit, powder, stringers, 
confetti and pre-cut pieces to create 16 different 
glass scenes.  You can literally ‘paint’ with glass, 
and the results are fascinating!
#7253

Fuse It
A continuing journey in kiln worked glass.  Learn 
more advanced skills with 15 fused glass projects 
or techniques, plus solid information on kilns and 
controllers, mold materials, firing schedules, hot 
tips and more.  Don’t be confused - Fuse It!
#7090

Everything You Wanted To Know About 
Fusing…But Had No One To Ask
A complete hands-on manual for beginning 
glass fusing and slumping.  Covers everything 
from tools, supplies, molds and kilns to glass 
compatibility, designing, firing schedules and 
glossary.  108 pg.
#7006-

Kiln-Formed Glass
A wonderful contemporary guide to 
understanding the various hot glass forming 
processes and how to use them.  Get the results 
you want in your own finished work.  Includes 
19 great projects with instructions and individual 
firing schedules.  Each project will introduce a 
new kiln forming technique.  Hardcover, 128 pg.
#7759

Hot!  Hot!  Hot!
Award winning mosaic pictures and fused glass 
dinnerware.  Instructions and designs for 18 kiln-
fired projects in two different techniques.  The 
first book section features designs for slumped 
dinnerware in three distinct styles.  The second 
section includes projects for decorating your 
walls with hot mosaic pictures
#7845

Joy of Fusing
Provides every fundamental technique that 
beginning fusers need to know to be successful 
fusing artists.  Dozens of ‘Pro Tips’ with step-
by-step demonstration and simplified fusing 
schedules.  27 illustrated projects to be enlarged.  
96 full color pages.
#7109


